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ABSTRACT:

Since the 1980s, Mexico transformed its social protection system through the partial retrenchment of contributory social insurance and the expansion of non-contributory social assistance. By comparing both social insurance and social assistance policies under presidents Salinas (1988-94), Zedillo (1994-2000), and Fox (2000-6), this article explains these apparently contradictory patterns of welfare change. Economic and political liberalization created pressure for policy change and shifted the political capacity of domestic political actors, while existing welfare institutions shaped the politics of welfare. As a result, new social assistance institutions were layered alongside reformed social insurance institutions, which reflected recent changes in the economic and political context.
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Like many Latin American countries, Mexico not only underwent significant economic and political liberalization over the last two decades, but also transformed its welfare regime. This transformation included extensive reforms and seemingly contradictory trends. While social insurance underwent retrenchment, social assistance was expanded. Mexico’s privatization of its public pension system is recognized as one of the most extensive in the region, and its social assistance program has been cited as an exemplar of poverty alleviation policy for the developing world. For these reasons, Mexico has been central in comparative and qualitative studies of pension privatization and targeted social assistance and included in cross-national, quantitative studies of social spending in Latin America, though no study has combined an explicit analysis of both social insurance and social assistance. While studies may explain either pension privatization or the expansion of targeted social assistance, social insurance and social assistance have different funding mechanisms and serve different constituencies. These differences limit the theoretical purview of studies that address only social insurance or only social assistance. Likewise, recent quantitative research on welfare in Latin America, which often uses combined social insurance and social assistance expenditure data, does not sufficiently disaggregate spending to isolate the opposite trends of social insurance retrenchment and social insurance expansion, leading to contradictory results in this literature.

This article explains change in both social insurance and social assistance in Mexico over the last two decades, elucidating some apparent contradictions in the existing literature on globalization, democracy, and welfare in Latin America. A comparison of social insurance and social assistance policy outcomes during the Salinas (1988-1994), Zedillo (1994-2000), and Fox (2000-2006) administrations demonstrates that though globalization may constrain welfare policy options, its impact is often indirect, through its effect on the relative political capacity of domestic actors. Further, political liberalization changes incentives for politicians to supply welfare, while existing welfare institutions create policy legacies that influence the interests of domestic political actors. In Mexico, the overall pattern is one of partial retrenchment of social insurance and the expansion of targeted social assistance, a pattern explained in light of economic liberalization, democratization, and policy legacies. The effects of globalization and democratic institutions on welfare policy are not uniform across policy areas or over time, nor are they overdetermined. Significant economic liberalization preceded significant political liberalization, which helps isolate the influence of economic and political factors and highlights their influence on the pattern of welfare policy outcomes. As the Mexican experience illustrates, partial retrenchment may be accompanied by expansion or layering of new institutions.

Globalization, democratic institutions, policy legacies, and welfare change

Direct and indirect effects of globalization on government welfare provision

Current and capital account liberalization in Latin America accompanied economic globalization in the 1980s and 1990s. In the 1980s, trade integration often occurred earlier than financial integration. In Mexico, trade openness doubled between 1980 and 1995 and only
increased modestly through the end of the decade. In comparison, foreign direct investment and gross private capital flows changed little prior to 1990, but grew significantly throughout the 1990s. Economic globalization is hypothesized to have two contradictory direct effects on welfare regimes: creating retrenchment pressures or expanding compensation for labor market dislocations. In the simplest version of the retrenchment argument, international economic integration heightens economic competition, forcing states to compete and reduce functions and expenditures. Trade integration and FDI create incentives to reduce costs, particularly labor taxes that fund social insurance, to maintain international competitiveness. Similarly, portfolio investment, largely in government debt, pressures governments to minimize social spending, or at least shift toward “efficient” expenditures, such as targeted social assistance. Consequently, governments are inclined to maintain social assistance programs while retrenching social insurance. Meanwhile, current account openness is also hypothesized to lead to greater compensation for market risks via social insurance. However, in Latin America increased openness has coincided with social insurance retrenchment. While compensation is usually understood in terms of social insurance, it can take the form of non-contributory social assistance that develops human capital and promotes global competitiveness.

Additionally, in Latin America economic integration indirectly impacts welfare policy by way of changes in the domestic labor market. First, economic integration usually coincided with flexibilization of the domestic labor market; an expansion of low productivity-, or informal-, sector employment; and high levels of unemployment. Changes in the labor market reduced the proportion of workers eligible for social insurance due to growth of the informal sector while increasing the need for social assistance due to high levels of unemployment and poverty. Second, the changing structure of the domestic labor market eroded the organizational base and mobilizing capacity of labor unions and their political claims that they represented a large proportion of the labor force, especially in the tradable sectors most affected by economic liberalization. In this way, economic liberalization did not have uniform effects across all types of formal sector or unionized workers. Meanwhile, employers, especially in tradable sectors, augmented their political capacity due to their central role in the new development model. These shifts in the political capacity of domestic actors suggest that social insurance retrenchment is most likely to occur for tradable sectors but may be blocked by non-tradable sectors, and that social policy emphasis shifts toward the preferences of local employers.

Democratic institutions and welfare transformation

To the extent that the globalization literature predicts welfare regime transformation, the politics of retrenchment are different from that of welfare expansion. The costs of social insurance retrenchment are often concentrated among beneficiaries, while the potential macroeconomic benefits are dispersed. In Mexico, the costs of social insurance retrenchment are concentrated among the workers of social security institutes who face privatization and the formal private and public sector workers covered by these benefits. These beneficiaries are better organized than informal and rural sector workers, who are not covered. In contrast, the costs of social assistance expansion are often dispersed because general government revenues fund targeted social assistance, and the benefits are concentrated among new beneficiaries in the growing population of unorganized urban and rural poor outside the formal labor market. In short, while the costs of social insurance retrenchment are narrowly concentrated among highly organized sectors and the potential benefits are dispersed, the costs of expansion of non-
contributory social assistance are widely distributed and the benefits are concentrated among unorganized rural and poor sectors.

Democratic institutions also shape the relative capacity of domestic actors to influence policy outcomes. Democratization in Mexico entailed an increase in political competition rather than participation, which was reflected in two processes: increased electoral competition and increased influence of veto players in the policymaking process. Each of these processes likely affects the political capacity of domestic actors and policy outcomes.

*Electoral competition* changes politicians’ incentive to provide social welfare, by creating opportunities to garner voter support with the promise of expanded welfare. Competition may also create incentives for politicians to “diversify” the types of benefits they provide voters. On the one hand, selective or excludable benefits targeted to voters may be more common at low levels of electoral competition, whereby parties with monopolies or near monopolies use clientelism to deter defection. On the other hand, higher levels of competition may reduce clientelism in favor of providing non-excludable goods, either universal or geographically concentrated “pork,” especially when such goods are distributed by a centralized authority. This is because competition makes targeting and enforcement of the clientelistic exchange more costly and increases pressures for transparency from opposition parties and their supporters. When the intensity of electoral competition varies geographically, as it does in Mexico, politicians are likely to provide more geographically distributed public goods, especially to areas where they face increased competition, and are more likely to shift allocation of resources from core constituents to swing voters. With growing political competition and informalization of the labor market, social assistance, even without clientelism or explicit exchanges of benefits for political support, proves more adaptable for generating political support than social insurance.

*Increased political competition* multiplies the number of partisan veto players, or ideologically diverse parties in governing bodies, and increases the importance of institutional veto points, or the formal division of decision-making powers among branches of government. The effects of partisan veto players and institutional veto points can be different for retrenchment when compared to expansion of welfare. For instance, social insurance retrenchment is likely to be more difficult given the concentration of costs among a highly organized group that can block reform efforts when no single party controls Congress. Divided government may also make it more difficult for the executive to significantly retrench social insurance. In contrast, multiple partisan veto players and the lack of a single party Congressional majority may contribute to the expansion of social assistance because studies suggest that social spending increases as the number of political parties increases. The logic of this argument suggests partisan veto players in the legislature contribute to logrolling and higher social expenditures. This is especially likely for non-contributory, means-tested social assistance, for which parties can claim credit in sub-national elections. In sum, the effects of globalization will be refracted through domestic political institutions. The likelihood of retrenchment depends on the ability of those who bear the costs to appeal to partisan veto players or use institutional veto points to block reforms, while political parties seeking electoral support at the local and state levels may find social assistance both more useful in the context of competitive elections and easier to support in a divided Congress.
Finally, existing welfare institutions also create strong policy legacies, or feedback effects, that shape future welfare change by creating stratification among different actual or potential beneficiaries and shaping expectations regarding benefits and policies. Institutional change is especially likely to take the form of layering new institutions alongside existing institutions when beneficiaries of particular institutions block changes, and collective actors seek to create new institutions alongside old to serve their interests. The transformation of Mexico’s welfare regime since the 1990s, which has occurred through partial retrenchment of social insurance and the creation of new social assistance, reflects these tendencies. New welfare institutions were created to meet the needs of new political constituents and a new economic development model and as an alternative to reforms of ailing social insurance blocked by interest groups. Table 1 summarizes the hypothesized effects of globalization, democratic institutions, and policy legacies on social insurance and assistance.
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Changes in the economic, political, and institutional context of Mexican welfare

In Mexico, two institutions provide the majority of public social insurance: the Mexican Institute for Social Security (IMSS), serving private sector workers, and Social Security Institute for Civil Servants (ISSSTE). These institutions provide worker’s compensation insurance, old-age and disability pensions, health insurance, and other benefits to approximately half the Mexican population. Benefits are funded by contributions by workers, employers, and the state. The Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) regime also provided non-contributory social assistance benefits, including pensions and healthcare, for the rural poor through a separate program administered by the IMSS, created in 1973. These welfare institutions reflected an exchange of material welfare services and benefits for urban and rural workers for regime support throughout the period of ruling party hegemony.

In 1982, the Mexican government defaulted on its debt, sparking a regional debt crisis and the beginning of the “lost decade.” In response to the crisis and to stabilize prices and begin the process of a structural adjustment, government social spending declined, both as a share of total programmable government spending and as a percentage of GDP. The crisis also worsened the fiscal position of both the IMSS and ISSSTE as inflation eroded existing reserves and the value of new contributions. The financial situation was exacerbated by rising healthcare costs, increased longevity of workers, increased chronic health problems, and relatively low retirement ages. By all accounts, the financial situations of the IMSS and ISSSTE were precarious by the end of the 1980s.

In the short term, the economic crisis generated unemployment and stimulated growth of informal employment, reducing social insurance coverage and increasing the pool of urban and rural poor in need of social assistance. In the medium term, structural adjustment policies, including privatization and trade liberalization, institutionalized these shifts in the labor market. By the end of President Salinas’s (1988-1994) administration, Mexico had liberalized its market for goods and services and begun to open its capital account to foreign direct and portfolio investment. Salinas also weakened labor contract and regulation enforcement, creating a de facto
liberalization of the labor market. These reforms all eroded the organizational and mobilizing capacity of formal sector labor unions, especially in tradable sectors.

The 1980s crisis and liberalization policies also undermined popular support for the PRI and the ability of sectoral organizations (i.e., peasant and labor confederations) to guarantee electoral support for the party. The PRI’s declining legitimacy and hegemony became evident first in local and state elections, where opposition parties gained ground in the mid-1980s. Dissatisfaction with the PRI also resulted in the defection of a large segment in 1987 and the hotly contested and fiercely questioned election of President Salinas in 1988. In response, the PRI reorganized its internal structure along territorial, rather than sectoral, lines and began de-emphasizing its corporatist relationships in favor of appealing directly to citizens. Sectoral organizations, particularly labor, also held fewer nominations on PRI Congressional candidate lists since the 1980s. The process of democratization directly threatened the inside influence of official labor organizations and shifted the PRI’s electoral focus toward the growing unorganized informal sectors and rural poor. Furthermore, because electoral competition was fiercest for local, state, and Congressional offices, the PRI had an added incentive to offer welfare benefits to attract swing voters in competitive elections.

The importance of partisan veto players in the national legislature has grown steadily since the 1980s, culminating in the loss of the PRI’s majority in Congress in 1997. Since then, no single party has commanded a simple majority in either chamber of Congress, increasing opportunities for veto players to block welfare retrenchment and enhancing potential for expanding popular targeted welfare. The lack of a single-party majority also increased Congress’s capacity to act as an institutional veto point. The power of Congress as an institutional veto point was especially pronounced following the 2000 election of President Fox (2000-06) because the National Action Party (PAN) did not command a plurality of the seats in either Congressional chamber. As a result, political bargaining within Congress and between the president and Congress should hinder retrenchment efforts and facilitate the expansion of social assistance through logrolling and political bargaining.

In Mexico, economic liberalization occurred before complete democratization. This sequence created incentives for social insurance retrenchment and the targeting of social assistance while the ruling party still controlled important decision-making institutions. While the ruling party enacted some social insurance reforms that reshaped Mexico’s welfare regime, key political actors blocked important reforms. Expanded political competition prevented additional social insurance reform efforts. In addition, economic reforms created demand for non-contributory social assistance for the growing urban and rural poor while political competition created incentives for politicians to provide such benefits. Table 2 summarizes the main policy reforms and proposals of the three administrations explained in the following sections.
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Explaining partial social insurance retrenchment (1988-2006)


In response to the financial problems facing social insurance, policymakers began discussing reform options during the Salinas administration. When proposals for pension reform were broached in the President’s economic cabinet, the Secretary of Commerce insisted that reform not increase labor taxes, which would compromise Mexico’s international competitiveness. To protect competitiveness, reforms had to maintain or reduce existing contribution rates while seeking to ensure the system’s viability. Policymakers considered a complete overhaul, including extensive privatization, of the public pension systems of both public (ISSSTE) and private (IMSS) sector workers. Because the administration needed labor support for the North American Free Trade Agreement, or NAFTA, it settled for a partial reform in 1992 of only the IMSS pension system. The reform created a mandatory private pillar funded by a 2 percent employer contribution on workers’ salaries. The reform was promoted as an additional benefit for workers paid for by employers as a means to solidify labor support, but it was actually considered the starting point for full privatization of public pensions. The reform was passed without much opposition because unions viewed it as a new benefit and employers viewed it as the first step toward privatization.

The experience of the Salinas administration highlights how globalization and competitiveness concerns initially shaped social insurance reform. Policymakers believed competitiveness precluded reforms that would significantly increase contribution rates, so they looked for other models. Salinas’s economic cabinet rejected full pension privatization because it needed labor support for NAFTA. Knowing that even official unions would resist privatization, the administration adopted a partial reform that would be acceptable to unions and facilitate a deeper reform later. The decision not to pursue full privatization reflects the ability of organized labor, even in tradable sectors, to block reform efforts from within the PRI despite the lack of significant partisan or institutional veto players. Though the PRI still controlled a majority in Congress, the unions that would be most hurt by privatization and who had the capacity to mobilize public opinion against reform used their influence to block full privatization, in part because economic and political liberalization had not yet significantly eroded their influence.

Zedillo (1994-2000)

From its beginning, the Zedillo administration faced tough economic decisions, a peso devaluation, and subsequent economic crisis. The 1995 crisis clarified the potential risks of capital account openness and boosted policymaker claims that Mexico needed to find ways to encourage domestic savings. For many, Chile’s 1981 pension privatization was promising. Because Mexico’s 1992 reform was never considered a permanent solution to the public pension system problems, social insurance reform moved back up the reform agenda. The result was a detailed study by the Zedillo administration of the entire IMSS system and reform proposals not only to privatize IMSS pensions, but also to reform IMSS healthcare. Policymakers early on decided to avoid reforming ISSSTE for fear of a direct conflict with the powerful teachers’ unions. The PRI also abandoned a reform of the housing fund to avoid union resistance. As during the Salinas administration, employer organization and government reform proposals...
rejected merely reducing pensions or increasing the retirement age or contribution rates due to global competition concerns. The government’s initial proposal not only included privatization of IMSS pensions, but also envisioned flat rate health contributions and the privatization of healthcare services.

In 1995, policymakers accomplished only the privatization of IMSS pensions. Privatizing IMSS’s healthcare services would have reduced by 20% the size of the powerful National Union of Social Security Workers (SNTSS), so the government abandoned this proposal to avoid direct conflict with the union. Likewise, the Federation of Government Workers’ Unions (FSTSE), which includes the powerful teachers’ union, blocked ISSSTE pension privatization. In these non-tradable enclaves, where organized labor had maintained its political independence, militancy, or organizational strength, labor effectively stymied efforts to privatize pensions and healthcare.

Understanding the IMSS pension privatization and failed IMSS healthcare and ISSSTE pension privatizations requires considering the effects of economic and political factors on the capacity of domestic actors. By 1995, structural reforms, including trade liberalization and privatization, had weakened the size, strength, and mobilizing capacity of labor unions, especially in tradable sectors. Labor contracts had become more flexible, despite no formal labor code reform. At the same time, democratization and internal reforms within the PRI marginalized the importance of the official unions. For these reasons, the PRI privatized IMSS pensions with little concern for opposition from official unions representing shrinking formal, tradable sectors. The largest and most concentrated unions in non-tradable sectors—the SNTSS and the FSTSE—were less resistant to IMSS pension privatization because they had their own pension provisions through labor contracts or ISSSTE. Because the PRI still controlled the executive and a majority in Congress, it could pass the revised pension privatization bill without significant concessions to minority parties.

In contrast, the proposals to privatize IMSS medical services or ISSSTE pensions failed partly because economic liberalization had not affected unions of government employees that were employed by the IMSS or received benefits from ISSSTE in these non-tradable sectors. Nor could government officials use competitiveness pressures as an excuse to privatize medical services or to reduce government employee pensions. Further, unions in these sectors were more politically independent and able to mobilize workers, so the possibility of strikes was enough to preclude reform. The failure to reform IMSS healthcare and the ISSSTE system reflects the uneven effects of globalization on the political capacity of organized workers to block retrenchment. However, healthcare and ISSSTE reforms remained on the agenda.

Fox (2000-2006)

The Fox administration enacted a handful of reforms to the IMSS pension system, including a reform of pension benefits for IMSS workers. While the 2001 and 2002 reforms were largely technical, the August 2004 reform of IMSS worker (SNTSS) pensions was highly politicized and triggered an intense clash among the SNTSS, the IMSS administration, unions representing IMSS beneficiaries, and political parties. This reform froze creation of new positions, discontinued use of IMSS reserves to pay SNTSS pensions, and required that new IMSS workers receive benefits through the privatized pension system rather than their labor
contract. Though the SNTSS challenged the law in the courts, the courts upheld it. The reform resulted from failed labor contract negotiations between the SNTSS and the IMSS administration. As one of the largest unified unions in a non-tradable sector in the country, the SNTSS historically had negotiated generous benefits in its labor contract, offering pensions often exceeding 100% of salaries and an early retirement age. In late 2003 and early 2004, the SNTSS leadership failed to secure rank-and-file support for a new labor contract, which included significant increases in workers’ pension contributions and the retirement age.

In response to the SNTSS’s failure to approve the new contract, the IMSS administration, supported by the employer organizations and labor unions representing IMSS beneficiaries, sought a legislative reform in early 2004 to the IMSS workers’ retirement scheme. The reform was proposed by PRI representatives with links to the official labor unions that represented workers receiving IMSS services and benefits; the reform also had the support of the PAN. These unions publicly supported the reform because they believed the SNTSS benefits were negatively affecting those their workers receive from IMSS. Moreover, it is possible that they wanted to deal a blow to the SNTSS, one of the most important national independent labor unions. Overall, the reform’s immediate impact on Mexico’s welfare regime is negligible. It has the symbolic effect of retrenching future welfare benefits and may facilitate breaking union opposition to future IMSS reforms, especially the privatization of healthcare and non-medical services.

During the Fox administration, the Finance Ministry and ISSSTE also formulated a reform proposal to privatize government workers’ ISSSTE pensions and incorporate them into the system of private accounts created in 1995-1997. Though the government began discussions with unions, the administration withdrew its reform proposal from the Senate in March 2006, when it realized it would face intense labor opposition prior to the upcoming presidential elections.

In general, the adopted reforms were mainly technical or did not directly challenge the interests of well-organized interest groups. The pattern of policy outcomes suggests that unions in non-tradable sectors continued to be a significant barrier to social insurance privatization efforts. The pluralization of Congress also made policymaking more difficult, as the power of veto players and the importance of Congress as a veto point both increased. Political actors, including unions, increasingly targeted their efforts to stop reforms, such as the 2006 ISSSTE proposal, in Congress, which is now recognized as the entity that determines laws.

The reform pattern also reflected globalization pressures. While benefits and employment for non-tradable sector of government employees were not the focus of the first round of social reforms, increasing concerns about the government’s fiscal deficit and size of its budget in a global economy moved social insurance reforms for government employees (both IMSS workers and ISSSTE beneficiaries) higher on the agenda. As the costs of benefits for government employment became the main expenditures in a state that has otherwise cut back, these costs continued to be targeted for reductions. In March 2007, President Calderón (2006-2012) attained a reform of the ISSSTE system similar to the 1995 IMSS reform, though with significant deviations to mitigate labor opposition. The PAN sought to co-opt union leadership in ways not unlike those used in the PRI’s heyday by offering selective benefits to union leaders, including union oversight of the public pension fund administrator created by the reform, to secure support.
from teachers’ union leadership. This strategy was possible due to the fragmentation of
government employee unions during the Fox administration. Legal challenges to the law by
rank-and-file workers and dissident unions are on-going (as of late 2008), but the reform’s
central provisions are likely to be upheld by the courts.

**Explaining expansion of non-contributory social assistance (1988-2006)**

*Salinas (1988-1994)*

Shortly after assuming office, President Salinas implemented the National Solidarity
Program (PRONASOL), a targeted poverty-alleviation program. Unlike earlier social
development programs, PRONASOL replaced universal or broad-based benefits with targeting
only to the poorest regions and citizens. PRONASOL was notable in part because it signaled the
first significant increase in social welfare spending since the debt crisis. It was largely funded by
the revenues generated by the privatization of state enterprises and did not require new
legislation.55 The World Bank, which participated in the program’s development, provided
additional funding for its implementation in the poorest states.56 Officially, PRONASOL
supplied both infrastructure and human capital investment for rural and urban marginal areas.
About one-third of the funding went to individuals and the rest to local infrastructure projects.57

PRONASOL was notable also for the mechanisms used to target spending and for its
widespread political manipulation. Officially, funds were to be targeted to marginal areas most
affected by economic liberalization. In practice, however, funds went to areas where the PRI had
historically enjoyed widespread political support or had recently faced significant electoral
competition.58 Furthermore, resource distribution bypassed elected state and local opposition
leaders, creating new parallel institutions for the distribution of clientelistic benefits to
individuals and “pork” in the form of infrastructure projects.59

In many ways, PRONASOL was a product of its economic and political environment.
The debt crisis and economic liberalization policies contributed to rising unemployment and
poverty and the expansion of the informal labor market, which in turn created demand for
compensation for liberalization, and the proceeds of privatization were central to financing the
program. According to President Salinas, using privatization funds to increase social spending
was “how the political consensus in favor of the [new economic] strategy was constructed.”60 In
addition, targeting spending to alleviate poverty in marginal areas was consistent with
globalization pressures to minimize government expenditures and with policy recommendations
of international financial institutions that had actively promoted such targeted social policies.61

PRONASOL also reflected the increased electoral competition faced by the PRI. The
program’s pattern of targeted spending was consistent with increasing electoral competition and
efforts by the ruling party to deter support for opposition parties and cultivate support in areas of
high competition.62 Many studies have documented how PRONASOL expenditures were
manipulated, showing that political rather than poverty criteria best explain resource
distribution.63 Furthermore, PRONASOL spending was concentrated on winning new voters in
competitive areas rather than rewarding supporters concentrated in PRI strongholds.64 Within the
broader context of state welfare provision, the program sought to generate support on a territorial
basis among voters beyond the reach of the PRI’s corporatist organizations. It also highlights a
strategy of shifting spending priorities away from core supporters (i.e., those in the corporatist organizations) covered by social insurance toward swing voters, who were more likely to be concentrated among the poor and informal sector workers. Though critics questioned its effectiveness at reducing poverty, the program was nevertheless effective at rebuilding support for the ruling party in both the 1991 mid-term and 1994 presidential elections.65

Finally, PRONASOL is an example of institutional change through layering of new institutions alongside old. Rather than adopt an integral reform to social insurance to meet the needs of unemployed or informal sector workers or incorporate social assistance into existing welfare institutions, President Salinas chose to create a new welfare institution to meet the economic and political contingencies faced by his administration.66

Zedillo (1994-2000)

Though to some extent Zedillo owed his election to the popularity of PRONASOL, he did not support it after taking office. Initially, Zedillo significantly cut spending and transferred responsibility for infrastructure programs to state governments.67 Shortly after losing its Congressional majority in the 1997 elections, the Zedillo administration christened a new targeted poverty alleviation program, Program of Education, Health, and Nutrition (PROGRESA). As part of the president’s budget, it did not require separate legislation. PROGRESA was self-consciously distinct from PRONASOL; its focus was on individual benefits and transfers for human capital development for the rural poor.68 Benefits included healthcare, scholarships, income transfers, and health and nutrition education for low-income families in marginal rural areas. By the end of 1999, 2.3 million families were benefiting.69

Whereas PRONASOL expenditures were politically manipulated with little relationship to poverty levels, PROGRESA was hailed for its efficiency and more objective targeting of resources.70 However, recent studies have raised suspicions that even PROGRESA expenditures, with their careful formulas for choosing municipalities and beneficiary families, have been manipulated for partisan purposes. Thanks to lobbying by local officials, municipalities supporting the PRI but technically ineligible to participate received benefits.71 PROGRESA expenditures may have generated higher levels of support for the ruling party in communities receiving benefits.72

As with PRONASOL, PROGRESA’s timing and characteristics are consistent with both increased electoral competition and the effects of economic liberalization on the domestic environment. The creation of PROGRESA near the mid-term surge in electoral support for the opposition reflects the Zedillo administration’s effort to regain support. At the same time, PROGRESA did not include the same “pork” infrastructure programs nor did it have widespread problems of corruption and clientelism. In part, these improvements in transparency and implementation are to be expected given the increase in mid-term political competition.73 Consistent with expectations that electoral competition leads political parties to provide benefits for swing voters rather than rewarding core supporters, PROGRESA reflects the PRI’s shift from providing benefits to the unorganized, rural poor rather than its core corporatist constituents.

Meanwhile, economic liberalization and the 1995 crisis expanded under- and unemployment, creating demand for compensatory social spending. Rather than rely on
traditional social insurance or universal income support programs, the Zedillo administration emphasized targeting of benefits and investment to health and education through PROGRESA, a design consistent with recommendations for efficient social spending in a globalized economy because of its emphasis on cost-containment and human capital.

PROGRESA is also a product of the institutional legacies of existing welfare institutions and another example of institutional layering. It was shaped by PRONASOL’s legacy, inheriting some of its demand-based programs and growing from within the Social Development Ministry later created to direct PRONASOL. The ministry became a counterweight to both the IMSS and the Health Ministry, where targeted social policy or healthcare provision was concentrated before the Salinas administration. The increased transparency of PROGRESA can be understood not only as a function of increased electoral competition and Congressional oversight but also as a response to criticisms of PRONASOL; PROGRESA’s legitimacy hinged on building an apolitical reputation. Finally, PROGRESA expanded healthcare for the rural poor because powerful veto actors within the IMSS union and the Ministry of Health blocked comprehensive health sector reform. This illustrates how reforms blocked by powerful veto actors contribute to the creation of new institutions, or institutional layering.

Fox (2000-2006)

In his administration’s first year, Fox rechristened PROGRESA Opportunities (Oportunidades), made modest adjustments, and enhanced transparency. The changes did not require new legislation, just approval of the president’s budget. From 2000 to 2005, the number of covered families doubled to five million, and included the semi-urban and urban poor. Opportunities also began providing transfers rather than goods and services to beneficiaries, a move consistent with the administration’s market orientation. The program continues to be cited as a model poverty alleviation program.

The Fox administration also sought to expand access to healthcare for those not covered by social insurance. Technically, those not covered by one of the social insurance institutions have access to Ministry of Health services. Historically, however, the Ministry has had insufficient resources to meet the needs of the uninsured, especially in rural areas, which is why PRONASOL, PROGRESA, and Oportunidades provided healthcare through IMSS clinics. Prior to his appointment as Minister of Health, Julio Frenk advocated comprehensive health sector reform to extend coverage, but reorganization of the health services provided by IMSS, ISSSTE, and Ministry of Health proved politically problematic. Instead, the administration created a new program, Popular Insurance (Seguro Popular), to expand coverage among the uninsured. The program’s proposal was submitted to Congress in November 2002 and approved in April 2003, just before the mid-term Congressional election. The initiative passed when the Fox administration was otherwise facing resistance to its legislative agenda, especially tax reform. As might be expected for such a program, Popular Insurance enjoyed multi-partisan support, passing in Congress with a large majority. Opposition to the program came from leftist legislators who opposed the required contribution for enrollment. In response, regulations exempt families in the lowest two, and families with children under five in the lowest three, income deciles from contribution requirements. By mid-2004, nearly 800,000 families, or roughly 2.5% of the national population, had enrolled. More than 95% of those enrolled receive non-contributory benefits.
The expansion of Opportunities and creation of Popular Insurance during the Fox administration illustrate Mexico’s ongoing transformation of welfare. Both programs target benefits to the rural and urban poor, most of whom are excluded from social insurance. Rather than promoting formal sector employment and universal social insurance, the government provides targeted human capital investment and benefits to informal sector workers and the poor. This welfare strategy is largely consistent with expected effects of economic liberalization. Further, the expansion of these targeted welfare programs is popular among politicians who want to cultivate political support among the unorganized urban and rural poor. Interestingly, the most vocal opposition to this expansion has been from the left—particularly the Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRD)—which would prefer universal social insurance. Additionally, Opportunities and Popular Insurance illustrate how policy legacies result in institutional layering and ad hoc welfare transformation. Because systematic reform of existing welfare institutions was politically infeasible and blocked by vested interests, new institutions were created to address rising demand for benefits and services for those not covered by social insurance.

Discussion and conclusions

The partial retrenchment of social insurance and the expansion of social assistance described above illustrate the effects of economic liberalization, democratization, and policy legacies on welfare regime change in Mexico. Economic liberalization contributed to the shrinkage of formal labor market employment and of social insurance beneficiaries, and to the expansion of poverty, informal sector employment, and social assistance beneficiaries. Given these contradictory pressures on social insurance and social assistance, quantitative studies of welfare expenditures that do not disaggregate social insurance and social assistance suffer from invalid measurements and are likely to produce faulty inferences. These measurement problems may also explain why the findings of many studies are contradictory. In contrast, this study elucidates the source of these contradictions and provides a consistent theoretical explanation for welfare regime change in a global economy.

Economic liberalization also indirectly affected social protection outcomes by undermining the capacity of formal sector workers in tradable sectors to defend social insurance benefits, including pensions, from retrenchment pressures. The uneven effects of economic liberalization across tradable and non-tradable sectors are evident in the delayed reforms that threatened the benefits or livelihoods of organized workers in non-tradable industries, such as education and healthcare. This contrast between reforms in policy areas affecting tradable and non-tradable industries suggests that the effects of economic liberalization on retrenchment are more complex than many studies of pension privatization in Latin America convey.

The comparison of changes in social insurance and social assistance policies across three administrations also illustrates the ways in which democratization and democratic institutions shape welfare outcomes. While the addition of new partisan veto points and veto players provides opportunities for vested interests to block social insurance retrenchment efforts, the multiplication of political actors creates incentives for politicians to support the expansion of social assistance for unorganized marginal voters. In this way, the Mexican case helps resolve an apparent contradiction in the literature on political institutions and welfare, which claims that institutional and partisan veto players lead to both more and less extensive welfare states. The dynamic of veto players blocking social insurance retrenchment and facilitating social assistance
expansion is also consistent with arguments that the politics of welfare retrenchment differ from those of expansion.

The Mexican case also illustrates how increasing electoral competition contributes to welfare transformation. Heightened electoral competition led to the shift in emphasis from social insurance benefits for core supporters of the declining authoritarian regime toward new constituencies to be served by non-contributory social assistance, which has become less clientelistic and more transparent over time.83 While studies of pension privatization or targeted poverty alleviation have considered political determinants of policy outcomes, they often fail to relate the effects of political liberalization and politics to a broader transformation of welfare regimes in the region. For instance, though some studies explain the political origin and manipulation of targeted social assistance as a reflection of populist tendencies in new democracies with weak accountability in Latin America, few studies appreciate that targeted social assistance represents the construction of an alternative welfare model layered alongside decaying or partially retrenched social insurance.

While economic and political liberalization have transformed Mexico’s welfare policy, both directly and indirectly—through the capacity of domestic actors to influence policy—the transformation has been ad hoc due to the policy legacies of existing welfare institutions. This pattern of reform becomes evident only when one compares changes across multiple distinct but related areas of social protection policy. Because of these existing welfare institutions and the ability of powerful actors to prevent wholesale reform, welfare change occurs by means of institutional layering, or the creation of new welfare institutions alongside old to meet new demands or political goals. Such institutional change may be incremental, but can ultimately transform the overall makeup of welfare.

These incremental changes and institutional layering over the last three administrations in Mexico have cumulatively shifted the configuration of welfare from an underdeveloped conservative (or Christian democratic) welfare regime at the end of the 1970s toward today’s liberal welfare regime.84 Others have noted the Christian democratic characteristics of many Latin American welfare regimes before the debt crisis and the subsequent shift toward a liberal welfare model.85 The Mexican case and argument developed here provides theoretical insight into these shifts. In this regard, the Mexican case sheds light on the ways in which economic liberalization, democracy, and policy legacies contribute to welfare regime change through partial retrenchment and layering of new institutions alongside old. The argument goes beyond simple characterizations of globalization in terms of efficiency or compensation and of democracy in terms of retrenchment or expansion. Rather, it examines social insurance and social assistance change over two decades, thereby illuminating the complex interaction of economic and political liberalization with the capacity of domestic actors to influence policy and the legacies of existing welfare institutions.
Table 1: Hypothesized effects of globalization and democratization on welfare institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Contributory social insurance</th>
<th>Non-contributory social assistance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formal labor market</td>
<td>Informal labor market and the poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Globalization</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Indirect effects</em></td>
<td>Weakens organized workers in</td>
<td>Expands demand among poor &amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tradable sectors, social</td>
<td>informal sectors, social assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>insurance beneficiaries</td>
<td>beneficiaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Direct effects</em></td>
<td>Creates retrenchment pressure</td>
<td>Increases emphasis on human capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>via concerns about</td>
<td>investment and “efficient” spending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>competitiveness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Democratic competition</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Indirect effects via</em></td>
<td>Reduces support from formal</td>
<td>Increases importance of territorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRI support</td>
<td>sector social insurance</td>
<td>support, diversification of goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>beneficiaries</td>
<td>provision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Indirect effects via</em></td>
<td>Partisan allies block</td>
<td>Partisan fragmentation facilitates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decision-making</td>
<td>retrenchment for non-tradable</td>
<td>logrolling and expansion of targeted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sector workers</td>
<td>policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Policy legacies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Existing welfare</em></td>
<td>IMSS (private sector) and</td>
<td>IMSS-COPLAMAR (1973-1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>institutions*</td>
<td>ISSSTE (public sector)</td>
<td>(rural poor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Effects of globalization and democratic competition on welfare policy outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Changes</th>
<th>Welfare outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Globalization</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Trade and some financial liberalization</em></td>
<td>Failure to privatize public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pensions; creation of mandatory private pension pillar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRONASOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Democratic competition</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Local and state competition; change in PRI structure; PRI controls Congress</em></td>
<td>IMSS (private sector workers) pension privatization; failure to privatize ISSSTE pensions and IMSS health services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fox (2000-2006)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Competition at all levels; divided government; no Congressional majority</em></td>
<td>Pension privatization for future IMSS (public sector) workers; failure to privatize ISSSTE pensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opportunities and Popular Insurance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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